1. Introduction. Our purpose is to outline the recent work on the asymptotic or limit density of sets of positive integers, and to give further details of some recently announced results [45; 46].* § §2-7 are concerned with the first objective, and § §8-12 with the second. The related concept of Schnirelmann density is touched upon, but we mention only the high spots of work on this topic, including basic sequences and essential components.
In the case of many sequences, much more than the mere density is known. The prime number theorem, for example, implies that the set of primes has density zero, but it tells much more. However, asymptotic estimates are not available for many sequences, and for these it is of interest to know the density. In selecting examples of sequences of density zero in §11, as applications of the results of §8, we have tried to choose sets for which analytic estimates are not at present known. We are indebted to H. S. Zuckerman for valuable suggestions concerning the formulations in §8. where A(n) denotes the number of integers of A which are not greater than n. The value h\{A) has been referred to variously as the asymptotic density, limit density, or density of A. In this paper, however, we shall say that A has a density h(A) only if h(A) = ô 2 (A), in which case we can write A(n) (2) à(A) = lim --• ô 2 (A) =lim sup n/a n , so that 8(A) =lim n/a n if this limit exists. We shall not concern ourselves here with other definitions of density, such as the variation of Schnirelmann density employed by Besicovitch [ó] , or the maximum and minimum densities of Pólya [51] .
The Schnirelmann density d(A) of the sequence A is defined by

A(n)
3. The sum of sets. The sum A+B of two sequences is defined as the set of all integers of the form a, &, or a+b where aÇ^A and 6 £5. The conjecture of Khintchine [36] [18] , and van der Corput [13] . Cheo [lO] has given an example to show that the extension of the Mann theorem to higher dimensions (for example, the two-dimensional Gaussian integers) fails. Details concerning the history of this so-called ce+/3 problem, and references to earlier work, can be found in various expository papers [30; 48; 53] .
It This has been answered affirmatively in recent work [9; 39; 50 ] . As yet unsolved is the corresponding problem for lower density, which can be formulated as follows: for sets A of lower density ce, B of lower density /3, what is the range of possible values of ôi(A+B)l Certain inequalities have been obtained, as we now indicate.
The analogue of the <x+j3 theorem of Mann for lower density is false. We formulate the known results in terms of the set C of all elements of the form a+b with a £-4, &£23. Admit 0 as a possible element of any set A, but do not count it in A(n). Thus C -A+B if 0GA and 0G5. Erdös [27] proved that Ô l (C)^ôi(A) + ô l (B)/2 under the hypotheses 0£4, 0, 1G5, 5i (5) Let / be a sequence no three of whose terms are in arithmetric progression. It had been conjectured that J(n)**0(n a ) for some a<l, but Salem and Spencer [56] disproved this, later adding a sequel [57]. Their inequality on J(n) was improved by Behrend [4] , who constructed a sequence / for which J(n) > w i-'/(iogn)i/2 as n _> oo # Erdös and Turân [3l] proved that any J sequence must satisfy J(n) <(3/S+e)n for n>n(e) y and Moser [44] improved this to J(n)<5+4:n/ll for all n. Whether every / sequence must have density zero, or even lower density zero, is an unsolved problem.
6. Other special sequences. Let Ai be the set of abundant numbers, that is, positive integers n satisfying a(n)^2n f a(n) being the sum of all divisors of n. Behrend [2] showed that .241<Si(i4i) ^8 2 (Ai) <.332. Davenport [lS] proved that ô(Ai) exists, as did also Chowla [H] and Erdös [19] . The integer n is said to be ^-abundant if a(n) *zkn. Davenport [lS] 
where the brackets denote least common multiple. Heilbronn [34] and Rohrbach [52 ] proved that
.
r with every a<> 1, the pi being different primes. Let B m denote the sequence of integers n such that n/m is a square-free integer that is relatively prime to m. Define B\ to be the square-free integers. Schoenberg [59] , studying the Fourier transforms of distribution functions, proved that 5(iu = -711(1 + -) ,
and indicated that this gave another method to obtain a result of Feller and Tornier [32] , that the density of integers which are divisible by an even number of squares of different primes is y+|f[(l-2^),
the product being over all primes. The Schoenberg result for 8(Bi) is the well known value 6/7T 2 for the density of the square-free integers. Details and references concerning density theorems obtained by analytic study of distribution problems of additive arithmetic functions can be found in an expository paper by Kac [35] .
Fogels [33 ] proved that the (rational) integers which are uniquely factorable (apart from units and the order of the factors) in the quadratic field R(( -5) 1/2 ), have density zero. A natural density can be defined for a set of quadratic integers of 2?(( • -5) 1/2 ), using the norm to get a counting device. Then the uniquely factorable integers of this particular quadratic field have zero density.
For Let p(n) denote the greatest prime factor of n. Chowla and Todd [12] have discussed the sequence A$ of integers n for which p(n) Kin 112 , and more generally the sequence A § for which p(n)>cn a with c>\ and 1/2^a<l. They prove that S(^45) = 1 -log 2, and indicate that the same technique yields ô(-4 6 ) = -log a. (B) ; for example let A be any set not having a density, and let B be the complement of A. As to the density ô, sequences A and B can be constructed [7, p. 571 ] so that 5(il) and 0(B) exist but d(A\JB) and ô(AC\B) do not.
R. C. Buck [7] has formulated a measure and a class of measur-able sequences, and later added a sequel [8] 
X X t=l
Now the divergence of X)#"* implies the divergence of X^ (pi l -p^2), and thus we can choose r sufficiently large so that (6) II (1 ~ PT 1 + PT 2 ) < ~ for any specified e > 0. Next choose N sufficiently large that 3 r /x <e/2 for x^N. Hence (4), (5), and (6) imply that 1 -°°> then the sequence of integers divisible by at most k of these primes has density zero, for fixed k. This is implied by Corollary 1 ; in fact, we have the following slightly stronger formulation. COROLLARY 
For any fixed k, if {pi} is a set of primes f or which 2^r
1== oo 9 and if A is any sequence whose members are divisible by at most k of these primes to the first degree, then S (A) = 0.
PROOF. We use induction on k, assuming the truth of the result in the case k -1. Denote the set {pi} by P. Then the set A Pi has density zero because its members are divisible by at most k -l primes to the first degree chosen from the set P-pi (set theoretic subtraction). Thus 5(A) =0 by Corollary 1. To evaluate 5i(A), we note that S n is a finite set of (n+l)l~n\ integers, that not more than half of these integers are deleted from S n to obtain T n , so that T n contains at least {(n + i)l -n\}/2 integers. Also the S n are disjoint and exhaust J, so that di(A) è 1/2. In case n is of the form C(m, 2) we have /=/(w) = l, and T n has exactly {(» + l)!-»!}/2 integers. Thus S X (A) = 1/2.
On the other hand, for any prime p/ we consider the sets T n for each of the infinite number of values of n for which f-fin) as defined above. Such sets T n consist of those integers x in the range n\^x<(n+l)l for which p/l[x. Hence we have
from which it follows that h{A Pf ) = 0.
10. The hypothesis of Theorem 1. For any set of primes {pi} for which X^r 1 converges, we now exhibit a set A such that &(A P{ ) =0 for all i, but S 2 (A) >0, so that 5(^4) >0 if it exists. Thus the hypothesis 2pJ" 1== °° is essential in Theorem 1 and its corollaries. Define A as the sequence of all integers except those divisible by at least one of the set of primes {pi}, so that S(A Pi ) =0 for all i. We may presume that the set {pi} is infinite, since otherwise it is clear that S 2 (-4)>0.
Since X)^i" Converges, so the product H(l-PT 1 ) converges, say to a value k>0. Choose r sufficiently large so that ]Ci"r+i P7 1 <k/4: and then choose m sufficiently large so that 2 r /tn<k/4. Then for any n^m we have where the first sum ranges over the 2 r terms obtained by taking each ai equal to 0 or 1. Thus we have, on removal of brackets,
for all n^m. Thus S 2 (,4)>Jfe/2>0.
Sets of density zero.
THEOREM 2. The multinomial coefficients n\ PROOF. The restriction aj<n -1 is needed, for otherwise any integer n can be put in form (7) by choosing r = 2, #1 = 1, a 2 = w -1. There is no loss of generality in assuming that
We give two lemmas, in which p m denotes the rath prime and C(n 9 r) the binomial coefficients. PROOF. We prove that C(n, r)>p r p n -r for n sufficiently large. Let k be a constant such that p m <km log m for all m. In case SSrSn-r we have for n sufficiently large,
In case r = 2 we have for n sufficiently large,
which completes the proof of the lemma. and pa r , are not squared.
PROOF. In case a\> 1 so that 5 = 1, we write (7) in the form since the constant c enters in at most N cases. This can be seen to be larger than (9), by replacing p n _« r by p a^v pn-a r -a^v by p a^v and so on.
In case s>l, we write (7) in the form
which by the previous case exceeds 
3=«
and this is larger than (9) , and so the lemma is proved.
We now establish a one-to-one correspondence between the integers (7) and the integers (9) is irrelevant, being independent of (7). THEOREM 3. The set A of integers <r 9 (n) for all s è 1 and all n^i has density zero, <r 8 (n) being the sum of the sth powers of all divisors of n.
PROOF. We separate A into two possibly overlapping parts B and C, <r 8 (n) being put in B if n has more than k distinct prime factors, otherwise in C. We shall specify k in a moment. For any given €>0 we prove that A(m) <€m for all sufficiently large m.
Any member of the set B satisfies the inequality Turning now to the set C, we observe that <r 8 (n) is counted by C(m) provided that n has k or fewer prime factors, and that <x 8 But € is an arbitrary positive number, so A has density zero.
THEOREM 4. For fixed k, the set A of integers n such that (n, <f>(n)) ^*k has density zero, where 4>{n) is the Euler function.
PROOF. It clearly suffices to prove that the set B of integers n such that (n, 4>(n)) =fe has density zero, since the union of a finite number of sets of density zero also has density zero. Let {pi} be the set of For k = 1, the set A of Theorem 4 consists of those integers n with (n, <f>(n)) = 1, and has been studied by Erdös [29] , who proved that 12. A binary operation on sequences. If A and B denote sequences of integers {a t } and {bi} respectively, we define the "product" AB to be the set {b ai }. Under this operation, sets of integers form an associative, noncommutative groupoid. THEOREM 
ô 1 (AB)^Ô 1 (A)b ï (B).
PROOF. We have b x (AB) = lim inf n/b Un è lim inf n/a n -\im inf a n /b an è Si(A)èi(B).
In case the densities of A and B exist, then the above proof holds with equality signs throughout, so that b{AB) =3(^4) -5(J5). If i{A) = 0, then b{AB) = 0 for any set B ; likewise if h{B) = 0, then Ô(AB) « 0 for any set A. 
